Dear friends,

I had to send you some advice and reviews about the concerts in Amsterdam. They were such a triumph for you again. Every concert becomes more and more valuable and thus I pray with thousands of your admirers. I am looking forward to my free weekend the first week of November so that I can read the reviews. It is a very valuable present and I am very touched with the charming words you have written.

Michael Rainer write me how unhappy you were at the Amsterdam Hotel. I wish you had known. Surely I would have been able to do something.

The trouble is that most of our best hotels have been told to British...
They have new management, increased prices and not the same food service as before.
The price you were charged for the rest of the piano is outrageous and we have made a strong written complaint and also threatened that we are not sending any 17 more artists to the event in the future.
We shall ask for a refund and will keep our husband informed.
It was good to hear that you will have a good rest until January. May we hope again for an Amsterdam rental in the spring?

My love to you and
Mela

Herman